IT Rationalisation

Today’s challenge
It is commonly accepted that a large proportion of
technology is not required across the business. The
challenge has always been how do you find what is not
required, and then how to rationalise, consolidate and
remove costs without placing the business at risk.
Our engagement not only provides you the auditable
data to address this, but also leaves you with an ongoing solution that will continue to support you through
continued visibility utilising automation and analytic
capabilities.

Once operational the benefits continue, allowing informed decisions to be made around; cloud adoption,
tracking SaaS usage, datacentre and software rationalisation.
This differs from standard SAM or ITAM tools as we
monitor actual end user usage rather than simply what
is installed or running, giving you who is using what
technology, when and how.

Delivered value
•

Typically 20-30% IT Opex reduction

•

Data in conjunction with automation drives an alignment between Finance and IT

•

Clients generally realise immediate value and savings at the pilot stage

•

Post pilot and UAT to full operational deployment takes between 3-6 months

•

All engagements are managed, deployed and monitored centrally

•

Right sizing against historic over provisioning of servers drives significant quick wins

•

Ageing and unsupported technology is often identified, removing cyber threats to the business

Positive outcome
Auditable 90-day usage of Oracle

•

Follow the sun concurrent licence models typically reduces requirements by 53%
whilst driving operational efficiencies on how the business operates

Auditable 90-day usage of Adobe Acrobat

•
•
•

36.84% have not used the software that is installed
67.40% have auditable data showing they only need “read only” capability
72.32% of Adobe installed is not required in its current form

Auditable 90-day usage of Microsoft Project

•
•
•

49.46% have not used the software that is installed
44.81% have auditable data showing they only need “read only” capability
71.54% of Project installed is not required in its current form

Contact us
Let’s work together and help optimise your people and IT capabilities
www.anthonyjamesconsulting.com
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